
Strategies Used:

• Brown Rice: Really look for coupons and sales - and stock up when both are available. It's 

worthwhile to get a good brown rice - don't be fooled by the instant or quick cooking varieties 
or the ones that just look like brown rice. Riceland often has coupons available - check their site
- I count on about 8 cents a cup. If I don't have a coupon, I'll buy a larger bag (cheaper per 
ounce.) Remember, though, brown rice is only marginally better than white rice - a few trace 
minerals and a smidge more fiber - but it is fantastic when cooked right.

• Soy Sauce: I often get this for free and Kikkoman tends to have $1.00 off coupons so I'll buy 

the smaller bottles. If I don't have coupons, I'll look at all the brands, especially in the Asian 
section of the store - and buy the cheapest per ounce. 

• Bell Peppers: One of the most expensive components of this dish, think of making it when 

peppers are on sale. The Red Bell Peppers go on sale per pound or per pepper. An average sized 
pepper is about five ounces, so if it's a per pepper pricing - pick the largest. A great sale is 
generally 50 to 75 cents per pepper. That's about $2.40 per pound. If you see them for less, grab 
them and think of ways to use this nutrient packed vegetable. 

• Cauliflower: Another vegetable that can be priced by the head or by the pound. I find in my 

area the per head sales are generally less expensive.  It will keep for a week or two in the fridge,
(If there is any slight browning, trim it off) so pick up several when they're on sale. All the 
cruciferous vegetables are extremely good for you and wonderful when not overcooked. Cost 
for a head $1.49 - I used about 1/2.

• Broccoli: Varies in pricing here from about $1.49 a pound up to $1.99 a pound on sale, now and

then it will be in a bundle. The bundles won't necessarily be a pound. I picked mine up for $1.49
and used half, cost 75 cents. Check out my "rant" on frozen broccoli - it also shows how to cut 
your broccoli properly.

• Onion: Buy onions whenever you see them drop in price and store in a cool, dark place away 

from any potatoes. Cost for the onion: 66 cents for two pounds, 20 cents.
• Garlic: Runs around 59 to 99 cents a head in my area in the boxes. It can be a little tricky to 

discern the best prices because it can also be bought by the pound, and generally you’ll pay less 
this way..

• Olive Oil: My oil of choice, I always buy on sale with a coupon, especially if it's two for one 

and I can use a coupon on each bottle. Look for a price of about 8 cents an ounce, which is 
about a tablespoon. Cost 16 cents.

• Butter: You could certainly go all olive oil in this dish, but buy butter during any of the 

holidays - stock up and freeze. I've been lucky to find it for $1.49 pound over Christmas, Easter 
and Memorial day - last year I was paying $1.99 a pound. Cost for two tablespoons: 9 cents.

• Cashews: I have a whole freezer area for nuts: I pick them up, especially over Thanksgiving, 

Christmas and New Years and freeze. I'll often find coupons at that time, and I also buy them at 
alternate places - our Feed and Supply stores (Mills Fleet Farm) here in the Midwest (and I 
understand other stores down south, too) will have great prices on nuts. Aldi often has great 
sales during the holidays. I paid $3.99 a pound - a cup is about 4 ounces, a buck.

http://frugalhausfrau.wordpress.com/2012/05/15/frozen-broccoli/

